With America’s new issue about illegal immigration from the Mexican border, the main focus surrounds Mexicans. What about Central Americans migrating to the United States via Mexico? The Mexican migrants come to America to look for work, whereas the Central American migrants come to America for asylum. More Americans think Central Americans seeking asylum are more justifiable than Mexicans seeking work. How are Central American immigrants viewed both as their own group and in comparison with Mexicans? Because there are vastly more Mexicans, are Central Americans basically neglected or are they automatically grouped into Mexicans? Once the Central Americans arrive, do they find jobs? Are they “stealing jobs” as Mexicans are being accused of doing? In relation to Central Americans, what percentage travel directly to the United States compared to traveling to America via Mexico? What is the scenario of Mexico’s southern border security in comparison with its northern border to the United States? Is Mexico more tame or strict with its southern borders?